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 Performance index = Phenotypic index

All sport results of Selle Français horses 
are registered in  a  data base

(59 000 horses/y)

ISO 100 50% best

ISO 120 12% best

ISO 140 2% best

We know the sport level of a horse

 As a breeder We can evaluate the quality of the production 
of a stallion :

% under 100/ % 100-119 / % 120-139 / %  140

ISO / ICC / IDR
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 Stallion sheet (eventing) 

- detailed performance of the 
progeny in eventing in 
comparison with all SF 
approved stallions

- Number of progeny in the 
top2000 WBFSH ranking 
since 2004 

- Estimated breeding value
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 Stallion data
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 Breeding value linked with conformation, paces and 
jumping ability ; Tools for Breeders (www.etalonsf.fr) 

- conformation : 9 traits 

 Ability of a stallion to pass along 
qualities of conformation, gates, jumping 

abilities

- gaits : 3 traits 

- free jumping ability : 4 traits



 Practical application

I am a breeder

→ How these tools will be helpful to choose de best stallion for my broodmare 
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